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NAME-_______________________  CLASS-IV 

ROLL NO.-__________________  SUBJECT-ENGLISH 

PRONOUNS 

Directions :- Read each sentence below. Tick (      ) the personal pronoun that 

best completes each sentence. 

1. Please tell him that [ she / he ] needs to eat before soccer practice. 

2. The judge notified [ they /her ] that she won the case. 

3. Shiela brought the rock samples down to [ she / them ]. 

4. [ They / Them ] work well together as a team. 

5. Do you know if [ me / I ] was selected as the captain? 

Directions:- Choose the correct demonstrative pronoun for each of the 

sentences below. 

 

 

1. __________________________ are the shoes I like. 

 A pronoun is a word that takes the place of a noun. 

 A personal pronoun takes the place of common and proper noun. 

 A possessive pronoun is used to show that something or someone belongs to someone 

else. 

 A demonstrative pronoun point to something specific that can be either near or far in 

distance or time  . 

 Interrogative pronouns are used to ask questions in the sentence. 

This                        These                     That    Those 



2. ________________________ car over there is the best one. 

3. ___________________________ books right here are mine. 

4. _______________________ is my pen. 

   

Directions:- Choose the best answer for each of the sentences below 

                                         

  

1. The dog wagged ______________ tail to show how happy he was. 

2. ______________ book is on my desk? 

3. Please return ______________ phone at once! 

4. The boy’s score was 35 but ___________ was 46. 

5. I forgot my homework but Caren had ________________. 

6. The note had proved the bikes were ___________________. 

7. This book is ______________ but you are welcome to read it. 

8. _______________ dog is always so friendly. 

9. I looked every where for my keys but I could only find ____________. 

10.  I saw her dog at ______________ house. 

 

Directions :-Add an interrogative pronoun to complete each question 

sentences. 

1. __________________[ which / whose] one of the books is your 

favourite? 

2. __________________[ who / what ] is your dog’s name? 

3. _________________ [ what / whose ] birthday is in the month of 

December? 

4. _________________[ what / whom ] would you like to do tomorrow? 

 

Mine      your        ours           its         my          whose       their      them        yours      hers 



   

 


